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Page design sometimes gets the most

attention. After all, with current web

browsers, you see only one page at a

time.The site itself is never explicitly

represented on the screen. But from a

usability perspective, site design is more

challenging and usually also more

important than page design.

4 Site Design
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Once users arrive at a page, they can usually figure out
what to do there, if only they would take a little time
(OK, users don’t take the time to study pages carefully,
which is why we also have many usability problems at the
page level). But getting the user to the correct page in the
first place is not easy.

In a study by Jared Spool and colleagues, when users were
started out at the home page and given a simple problem
to solve, they could find the correct page only 42 percent
of the time. In a different study by Mark Hurst and
myself, the success rate was even lower; only 26 percent 
of users were capable of accomplishing a slightly more
difficult task which, in the case of our study, was to find a
job opening and apply for it (averaged across six represen-
tative corporate sites with job listings).

The reason for the lower success rate in our study relative
to Jared Spool’s study was not because we had picked par-
ticularly poorly designed sites; on the contrary, we were
looking at sites from fairly large and well-respected com-
panies.The difference in success rates was due to differ-
ences in the task complexity.The 42 percent success rate
was the average outcome across a range of tasks where
users were asked to find the answers to specific questions
on a website—in other words, the exact task the Web is
best for. In contrast, the 26 percent success rate was the
average when users had to carry out a sequence of steps in
order to complete the task of finding and applying for a
job. If a user was prevented from progressing through any
one of the individual steps, then he or she would not be
able to perform the task.After all, you can’t apply for a job
if you can’t find it. But it also does you no good to find a
job posting if the application form is too difficult.

The problem is that web usability suffers dramatically as
soon as we take users off the home page and start them
navigating or problem solving.The Web was designed as
an environment for reading papers, and its usability has
not improved in step with the ever-higher levels of com-
plexity users are asked to cope with.Therefore, site design
must be aimed at simplicity above all else, with as few dis-
tractions as possible and with a very clear information
architecture and matching navigation tools.
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(Facing page) I thought the dreaded

“under construction” signs (com-

plete with little animated construc-

tion worker digging away) had died

sometime in 1995 after it became

clear that all websites are always

under construction. But unfortu-

nately, they keep springing up,

albeit in more sophisticated forms. 

Don’t tell users what you don’t

have; that’s only frustrating. Don’t

release a partially finished website;

keep it under wraps until it has

enough utility that it will make

sense to users. It is fine to have a

small article that talks about future

plans or upcoming attractions, but

the main entry to the site should

focus on what a user can do here

and now.

As an aside, what do you think the

big question mark does? Never use

such cryptic interface elements. The

only reasonable interpretation of a

question mark would be a help fea-

ture because it is somewhat stan-

dardized to use a question mark

icon to access help. But the Saturn

question mark leads to the search

engine: Nobody will expect this, so

nobody will find it.
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www.saturn.com

store.apple.com
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The Home Page
The home page is the flagship of the site and should
therefore be designed differently from the remaining
pages. Of course, home pages and interior pages should
share the same style, but there are differences. For example,
the home page should not have a Home button, because it
is very annoying to click on a button that links right back
to the current page.Also, the home page should typically
have a larger logo and a more prominent placement of the
company name or site name.The first immediate goal of
any home page is to answer the questions “Where am I?”
and “What does this site do?”—both of which require a
straightforward and large version of the name.The answers
should not be in the form of the dreaded mission state-
ments sometimes seen on overly bureaucratic sites. Rather,
it should be obvious from the design what purpose the
site would serve for a first-time user.

For the first-time visitor, answering the question “What
does this site do?” may be the most important function of
the home page, but for most other users, the most impor-
tant function of a home page is to serve as the entry pointWhat does this company do?

Simplicity is good, but a home page

needs some info. 

www.serco.com 
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The first impression from this home page is that this might be a

place to buy coffee or get free software when, in fact, it’s a place

to buy batteries. But there is not a single picture of a battery on

the home page, nor is the word highlighted anywhere. The site

name is nice and prominent and does imply a battery-oriented

site, so the design is not a total loss. Also, the navigation cate-

gories are easy to find and fairly logical. But why waste space on

a colored stripe across the top with today’s date? For a sporadi-

cally updated site, there might be some benefits from a footer

that mentions the date of the latest update, but the current date

will never be used by anybody. 

www.batteryplanet.com 
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(Facing page) There is too much

junk on this home page, especially

considering that we are seeing only

the top half here. But the page still

works because most users will be

drawn immediately to the inter-

active part of the page where they

can enter their trip information 

and go immediately to a list of

available flights.
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to the site’s navigation scheme. Often, this will take the
form of a list of the top levels of a hierarchical directory,
but depending on the information architecture, different
forms of top-level entry aides may make sense.

For example, people visiting a travel site will often want to
make an airline reservation, so a way to enter the depar-
ture and arrival cities for a trip can often be a good top-
level entry point into such a site.

The home page is also the place to feature any news or
special promotions you want to bring to the attention of
all visitors. But remember that most people come to your
site in order to accomplish something specific. Only rarely
are they interested in simply checking out what might be
happening in your company or what products you feel like
putting on sale.Therefore, the news area should be rela-
tively restrained and leave a large part of the page available
for navigation—the exception to this rule obviously being
sites that focus on news. For such sites, the user’s goal in
visiting will often be to “see what’s up” without having
any specific stories in mind in advance. Even for news
sites, it is still important to remember that some users will
visit in order to research specific stories or current events
and that people will also often want to find old articles
that have long ago been pushed off the home page.
Navigation remains a priority in any case.

Most home pages need a prominent search feature because
many users are search-dominant and don’t want to bother
navigating to their destination link-by-link. For sites where
search is a primary access mechanism, it makes sense to
include an actual search box right on top of the home
page. For other sites, a simple (but still prominent) link to
the search page may suffice.

In summary, a home page should offer three features: a
directory of the site’s main content areas (navigation), a
summary of the most important news or promotions, and
a search feature. If done well, directory and news will help
answer the first-time user’s need to find out what the site
is about in the first place. Even so, always look at the home
page with an eye to asking,“What can this site do for
me?”And remember the name and logo.
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www.expedia.com 
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www.netflix.com 
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(Following pages) These two airline sites show different

approaches to home page design. United Airlines focuses on easy

access to the many features on its site, whereas American Airlines

focuses on easy access to two important features: logging in to

your frequent flyer account and finding a flight between two

cities. United Airlines’ approach works best if use is fairly evenly

distributed across multiple features. The home page makes it

clear what one can do on this site, even though the “shortcuts”

are too indistinct and fail to emphasize the site’s most important

features. The use of two levels of categories frees users from hav-

ing to scan through all the features. I would have preferred to

use three top-level categories instead of two: I think that

“Reservations” and “Mileage Plus” (the frequent flyer program)

should be combined into a single top-level category, because

they both relate to the individual user’s specific data and trips.

The two remaining categories contain generic information about

air travel and the corporation, respectively.

American Airlines’ approach reduces the vast majority of site fea-

tures to a set of pull-down menus that are difficult to navigate:

Users can never see the full set of features (like they can at

United) because they can pop up only a single menu at a time.

And many of the menus are so long that they require scrolling,

meaning that users can’t even view the entire list of options in a

menu in a single glance. Thus, American Airlines’ approach works

only if the two highlighted features, in fact, account for almost

all use of the site.

For both sites, note how they have successfully combined tradi-

tional corporate information with e-commerce capabilities. 

There is no conflict between having a site that serves both func-

tions as long as users quickly can find the links to buying stuff.

United Airlines fails slightly here, even though it does make

“Reservations” the first (and thus most prominent) category in 

its navigation scheme.

(Facing page) What website are we

on here? Very clear that it’s NetFlix.

Second, what is the purpose of this

site? Reasonably clear that this is a

place to rent DVDs. But if you over-

look the top of the page and glance

directly at the middle of the page

(as done by many users), you might

also have thought that this was a

site with movie reviews. The most

prominent individual design ele-

ment is probably the text entry box

marked “Redeem” which is only

useful for users with a special

coupon. The entire coupon process

takes up too much space on the

home page: It would have been sim-

pler to provide a link to a special

page that could have explained the

process better. Also, the search field

slightly vanishes into the back-

ground of the navigation bar even

though it is more important to most

users than the coupon. A bigger

problem with this home page, how-

ever, is the small amount of space

allocated to the content directory

relative to the current specials. The

true depth of the site (3,700 prod-

ucts) is not well represented. The

design does get a bonus point for

the “1-2-3” area: simple and

scannable content that summarizes

the process of doing business with

the site.
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www.ual.com 
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www.aa.com
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How Wide Should the Page Be?
The most-frequently asked question in all my web semi-
nars is “What width screen should I design for?” People
usually want to know whether 640 pixels or 800 pixels is
the goal. My standard answer is that you shouldn’t design
for any standard width; it is far better to create page lay-
outs that will work across a range of window sizes. Not
only do users have varying monitor sizes set to a variety of
resolutions, but they may not always have their windows
maximized to take up the entire screen.

Those users who have small screens should not be
required to scroll horizontally to use your home page
(vertical scrolling is bad enough), and users who have large
screens should be allowed to benefit from their invest-
ment. Even so, many home page designs do take up a spe-
cific size, and if you choose this approach, you are advised
to stay under 600 pixels in width unless you are designing
for an intranet where the users are known to have large
monitors.The use of 600 pixels instead of 640 is impor-
tant because on all screens, several pixels are gobbled up by
the browser’s window borders—the page content, there-
fore, cannot use the full width of the monitor.

Home Page Width

During the first years of the Web, home pages tended to
get bigger and bigger as designers threw in options and
used ever-more bloated graphics.At various times, I sur-
veyed the early Web and calculated the average width of
the home pages I found:

April 1995: 525 pixels
January 1996: 568 pixels
August 1996: 598 pixels
May 1997: 586 pixels
In 1998 and 1999, some home pages ballooned to 775
pixels (to fit an 800-pixel monitor), but most stayed at
600 pixels.

It is now rare to see narrow home pages (say, 300 pixels
wide), although some sites use “liquid” designs that don’t
have any specific width. In principle, it is best to design
this type of resolution-independent home page, which can
adapt to various screen sizes. If this is not possible, then
the standard advice is to assume that many users will still
be using 640 pixels for several years to come.

174 Jakob Nielsen: Designing Web Usability
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www.newsweek.com 

Newsweek attempts to satisfy both common screen

sizes with this home page: At 800 pixels wide, you

see everything (as depicted here), and at 640, you

still see the main part of the page and only miss

the rightmost column with secondary news. Even

the page logo is designed to work at both screen

sizes. This is admittedly a clever design, but I ulti-

mately recommend against this approach. Users

with 640-pixel screens will want to know what they

are missing and will often be forced into horizon-

tal scrolling—one of the most hated interaction

techniques in a web browser. Also, users with any

other size screen will be in trouble, for example,

when using WebTV (smaller than 640) or when

using a big PC monitor with several windows that

are sized to, say, a width of 700 pixels (which

would cut right down the middle of the rightmost

column of this home page).
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Splash Screens Must Die
I have discussed the home page as if it were the first thing
a new user would see upon entering a site.And that’s how
it should be. Unfortunately, some sites employ totally
wasteful and useless splash screens, which simply slow
down the user as he or she is attempting to reach the
home page.

The theory behind splash screens is that they can set the
stage for the home page by showing some kind of wel-
come message or possibly simply the name or logo in iso-
lation without the distractions of the navigation elements
on the home page proper.

In reality, splash screens are annoying and users click off
them as fast as they can. It is much better to design a sin-
gle home page that unifies the situational identity message
with a display of some useful news and directory informa-
tion. Content itself can be used to tell users where they
are and what the site is about.

176 Jakob Nielsen: Designing Web Usability

www.xxx-banners.com 

One of the few appropriate uses of

splash screens is for sites that need

to filter users and warn certain visi-

tors against the content that will be

found on the actual home page.
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What possible benefit is derived

from forcing the user to look at the

splash screen first? Some users may

just give up in desperation. Very few

people are interested in having

their every click turn into a “mystery

of the Internet,” where they have to

ponder what might be next instead

of simply being told where they

have arrived.

www.tigerlily.com 
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The Home Page Versus Interior Pages
The most prominent design element on the home page
should be the name of the company or the site.The name
does not necessarily have to be the biggest design element,
but at least it should be in the upper-left corner of the
screen or some other place where it is easy to spot.
Additionally, the site name should be repeated on all inte-
rior pages because users may enter the site at any page, not
just the home page. People who come from search
engines or who follow links from other sites need a clear
and simple way to tell at what site they have arrived.At
the same time, interior pages need to focus more on spe-
cific content and less on providing a general welcome
statement or an overview of the site.These two goals
should be reserved for the home page.

There is a conflict between the need to accommodate
people who may enter at any page and the need to
restrain general information and top-level navigation aides
to the home page.The resolution to this problem depends
on how often you expect people to enter the site on low-
level pages, and on how distinct and famous your site is. If
the site is instantly recognizable to most users, then don’t
bother putting a lot of general jazz on the interior pages.
Simply have a single, consistent link to the home page
from every page. I recommend placing this link in the
upper-left corner of the page, which is also the preferred
placement of the site name and/or logo. Of course, sites in
languages that are read right-to-left should use the upper-
right corner of the page for this purpose.

The important point is to make the home page into a
landmark that is accessible in one click from any interior
pages on the site, no matter how people entered. On all
interior pages, the logo should be clickable and linked to
the home page. Unfortunately, not all users understand the
use of the logo as a link to the home page, and it will take
a while until this convention is fully established. So for the
next few years, it will also be necessary to have an explicit
link named “home” on every page.

178 Jakob Nielsen: Designing Web Usability
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Sites that are less recognizable may need to provide a small
amount of additional identification on every page.They
should also make their name or logo larger than needed
on more famous sites.

Deep Linking

It is an erroneous strategy to force users to enter the site
on the home page. So-called deep linking enables other
sites to point users to the exact spot on your site that is of
interest to those users.A website is like a house with a
thousand doors: lots of ways to enter.A very welcoming
place, indeed.

With a single front door and all other entry points locked,
users will be dumped at the home page without really
understanding how your site relates to their goals or their
departure point.This is true because the home page can
never be as specific or helpful to a particular problem as
the actual page that describes the product or answers the
question. One point against you.Then, you force users to
learn your navigation system and the quirks and conven-
tions of your site before they can get to the place they
want to go. Second point against you.Any new customers
left at this point? Probably not.

Much better to allow deep links. In fact, you should
encourage deep links, which is what the affiliates programs
in e-commerce are about.

1794: Site Design

Affiliates Programs

An affiliates program is a way to pay for

inbound traffic. If Site A links to Site B, then B

will pay a small referral fee for those users who

follow the link. Most current affiliates pro-

grams pay commissions only for users who end

up buying something on the destination site,

but in principle it would be possible to have a

layered commission structure and pay more for

users who actually purchase and less for users

who simply visit but don’t buy anything (under

the theory that they may return later and buy

something).
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Metaphor
Metaphor is sometimes over-used in web design. Maybe
the greatest weakness of metaphors is that they seem to
entice designers to be overly clever and push the site in
directions that seem fun and appropriate within the
metaphor but leave users’ real goals behind. Users don’t
live in the metaphor world; they live in the real world.

That being the case, it is usually better to be very literal
and describe each interface element for what it is and
what it does rather than trying to make everything fit into
a single metaphor.

This said, metaphor can be useful for two reasons. First,
metaphor can provide a unifying framework for the design
that will make it feel like more than a collection of indi-
vidual items. Second, metaphor can facilitate learning by
allowing users to draw upon the knowledge they already
have about the reference system.

For example, using a “shopping cart” metaphor for e-com-
merce immediately makes users understand the basic func-
tionality.You can place products in the shopping cart
where they are kept ready for purchase but have not been
bought.You can place multiple products in the same shop-
ping cart.You can remove items from the shopping cart as
long as you have not yet paid.And you can take the shop-
ping cart to the checkout line.

Shopping carts also highlight the weaknesses of metaphor.
Knowledge of the reference system would indicate to
users that the way to buy five copies of something is to
repeat the action of placing a single item in the cart five
times over.Also, the way to remove objects from the shop-
ping cart would be to place them back on the shelf. In
contrast, most e-commerce shopping carts allow users to
edit the number of an item they want to buy and to
remove an item by buying zero copies.This latter action is
a well-known usability problem and is often done wrong.

(Facing page) A television channel

metaphor used for navigation is

cute but useless. Instead of showing

static when the user first approaches

the page, it would be better to

show a summary of what can be

done here. And although the use of

numbered channels for choosing

options may be metaphorical, it has

very low usability. It is impossible to

predict what a given number will

correspond to, and it is hard to

remember where to go back for

information you have already seen.

Channel numbers are bad on televi-

sion as well and work only because

stations have spent huge amounts

of money in an attempt to brand

something as impersonal as the

number Four.
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www.campaignlive.com 
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The 1995 design for Southwest Airlines was highly metaphorical

and survived until about mid-1999, at which time it was replaced

by a much more literal design. Even though the old design tried

to give the feeling of an airport check-in counter, the new design

looks more like an airline site. And from a usability perspective,

trying to actually do anything is much easier in the new design.

The old design clearly highlights one of the main downsides of

metaphor: that it often does not extend well enough to cover 

all the necessary features of a system. In this case, the designers

wanted to include a message from the Chairman (often a bad

idea, but let’s accept it for now) and had to accommodate 

this link by hanging his picture on the wall. True Chinese 

Embassy design.

www.iflyswa.com 
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www.iflyswa.com 
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www.bemarnet.es
Geographical metaphors are almost always bad, except when

dealing with geography. Here, we have the virtual fairground

and the virtual business center high-rise. On the facing page, we

have moved to the third floor of the business center (where the

transport companies have their offices). 
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www.bemarnet.es
The navigation system includes links to the second floor and the

fourth floor, but try to guess what might be there. These floors

host business services and software companies, respectively, but

why these firms should be placed closer to transport companies

than, say, telecommunications companies (17th floor) is any-

body’s guess. And moving from software to telecommunications

is pure hardship: “walking” up from the fourth floor to the 17th

floor. At least the exercise will be good for you.
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www.voyagerco.com

In 1995, the CD-ROM company Voyager used a tree

metaphor to structure its navigation interface.

Although somewhat cute and possibly acceptable

given its artistic ambitions and “green” leanings,

this is neither an informative way of utilizing the

available screen space nor a helpful structure for

the information. Why are certain things on the

same branch? You are left to guess.
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Just imagine the potential for metaphor run amok

on The Monster Board: the Monster’s Lair (secrets

of job search), Left-Over Bones (jobs that have been

on the system some time), Haunted House (employ-

ers in trouble), and Loch Ness Monster (overseas

jobs). Given the name, the site exercises remarkable

restraint and limits itself to a funny drawing that

gives the site some personality. One can always

argue whether a name like “Monster” works for a

site that’s not about monsters, but it definitely is

memorable and makes the site stand out in a

crowded field of names such as CareerPath,

CareerWeb, Career Central, Career Connector,

Career Exposure, Career Avenue, CareerMart,

CareerSite, CareerExposure, CareerExchange,

CareerCity, Career Shop, and so on.

www.monster.com
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Shopping Carts as Interface Standard

Shopping carts are now so common on e-commerce sites
that they have morphed from metaphor to interface stan-
dard.When users encounter a web shopping cart these
days, they don’t think of a physical supermarket as the ref-
erence system. Instead, they think of all the other websites
where they have seen shopping carts. Once something
becomes sufficiently widely used, it becomes an interface
convention and people simply know what to expect.

The standardization of shopping carts is good and bad.
The benefits come from consistency, which is even
stronger than metaphor as a learning tool. In fact, the user
doesn’t have to learn anything as long as an interface ele-
ment behaves exactly like the user is accustomed to.At the
same time, shopping carts are an inappropriate interface
for many applications, and yet designs are forced to use a
shopping cart because that is what users expect.

Navigation
The Web is a navigational system:The basic user interac-
tion is to click on hypertext links in order to move around
a huge information space with hundreds of millions of
pages. Because the space is so vast, navigation is difficult,
and it becomes necessary to provide users with naviga-
tional support beyond the simple “go-to” hyperlinks.

Navigation interfaces need to help users answer the three
fundamental questions of navigation:

� Where am I?
� Where have I been?
� Where can I go?

Where Am I?

The most important navigation question is probably
“Where am I?” because users will never stand a chance of
understanding the site’s structure if they don’t understand
where they are. If you don’t know where you are, then
you also don’t have the ability to interpret the meaning 
of the link you just followed.
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Alternative Terminology

Eric Davis, an information archi-

tect with Resource Marketing,

performed a usability test of

shopping cart terminology in

1999. The draft design featured

the term “Shopping Sled”

because the site, which sold win-

ter sports products, had a desire

to stand out and avoid standard

terminology. The result? Fifty

percent of users did not under-

stand the Sled concept; the other

50 percent said that they figured

out what it meant because it was

in the same location as a shop-

ping cart would be. They knew

that you had to add to some-

thing, and the only something

that made any kind of sense to

add to was the Sled. 

The lesson: Don’t try to be smart

and use new terms when an

existing term has been standard-

ized and is known by users. 
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The user’s current location needs to be shown at two dif-
ferent levels:

� Relative to the Web as a whole
� Relative to the site’s structure

You need to identify your site on all of your pages because
they form a subset of the Web as a whole.All web pages
are much the same from the user’s perspective; they share
interaction techniques, they are downloaded (slowly) from
the Internet, and they have relatively similar layouts.These
similarities are in fact good because they allow users a
measure of transfer of skill from one site to the next. My
usability studies show that users complain bitterly when a
site tries to use navigation interfaces that are drastically dif-
ferent from the ones they have come to expect from the
majority of other sites.

The Web as a whole dominates the user experience
because users tend to view no more than four to five
pages at a time at any individual site.The potential down-
side is that users will not know what site they are on
unless you tell them.Thus, navigation rule number one is
to include your logo (or other site identifier) on every
page.The logo should have consistent placement (prefer-
ably the upper-left corner if the page is in a language that

1894: Site Design

Navigation Support in Browsers

At a minimum, web browsers need to have bet-

ter support for structural navigation. They

should have features for moving up one or

more levels in the information architecture

from the current page as well as features for

visualizing the relationship among the pages

visited by the user. Special features should be

available for moving to the next and to the

previous elements in a sequence of objects

(which is different from the Back button found

in browsers, which doesn’t move to the neigh-

boring object but instead to the previously

seen object). Also, links should differ, depend-

ing on whether they stay within the current

site or point to another part of the Internet.

It would also be helpful to have integration

between the client-side knowledge of what the

user is doing and the server-side knowledge of

the site’s structure. An active sitemap might

highlight the user’s current location as well as

visualize his or her trail through the site. And,

of course, the search could be integrated with

this sitemap and show the main areas of the

sites that match the user’s current query.

Internet-wide search engines should be inte-

grated with the browser to permit searches

that are limited either to sites that the user

likes or to specific pages that the user has

already seen. How often do you attempt to

find something that you know you’ve seen on

the Web? Well, if you could only tell the search

engine this, the search problem would be dras-

tically simplified (any individual user will typi-

cally have seen no less than a few thousand

and, at most, a million pages out of the billions

that are available).
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www.att.com
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(Facing page) This page does a good

job of letting users know where

they are at three levels:

� They are on the AT&T site, as

indicated by the logo in the

upper-left corner, which doubles

as a link to AT&T’s home page. 

(I would have eliminated the

duplicate icon in the lower-right

corner, especially because it’s the

wrong color.)

� Within AT&T, they are in the 

section about EasyCommerce

Services.

� Within EasyCommerce, they are

on a page about Global Alliance

Marketing.

The natural flow of the user’s eye

from the top supports an under-

standing of the hierarchical relation

between these three levels of 

location.

Unfortunately, the icon bar toward

the end of the page does not high-

light the user’s current location. The

“GAM” icon should have been

drawn larger, rendered in a different

color, made to pop from the back-

ground, or in some other visual way

indicate that it represents the cur-

rent choice from the list.

It is also confusing that there are

two search buttons (actually, there

are three search buttons if we count

the textual copy of the icon bar, but

most users will be used to seeing

the icon list and the textual list as

being identical).

reads left to right) and should be made into a hypertext
link to the home page so that users can get to your home
page from any other page.

Location relative to the site’s structure is usually given by
showing parts of the site structure and highlighting the
area where the current page is located. It is also important
to have a clear main headline for the page that states its
name or main content in a glance. Finally, the page title in
the HTML header definition should be used to generate a
meaningful name for each individual page so that users
can locate it easily in their bookmark list if they book-
mark the page.

Where Have I Been?

Because standard web technology is state-less, it may be
hard for page designs to directly address the “Where have
I been” question, because the site doesn’t know without
resorting to cookies or other user-tracking measures.
Luckily, some of the few useful navigation mechanisms in
current web browsers provide some assistance with this
question.The Back button takes the user directly to the
previous page, the history list includes a list of recently
visited pages, and hypertext links are shown in a different
color if they point to previously visited pages.

I recommend not changing the standard link colors
because users will only understand the meaning of the
link colors if they are kept the same. I tested many sites
with non-standard link colors where the users ended up
not understanding what links they had already followed.

Knowing what links lead to previously visited pages is
useful for two reasons: It helps users learn the structure of
the site, and it prevents them from wasting time going to
the same page many times.

Where Can I Go?

This question is answered by the visible navigation options
and any other links on the page. In addition, assuming that
the user has acquired some understanding of the site’s
structure, the user may have a general idea of other, cur-
rently invisible, places to go. Because it is impossible to
show all possible destinations on all pages, it is obvious
that a good site structure is a major benefit in helping
users answer the “Where can I go” question.

1914: Site Design
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(Above) Overly subtle indication of

the user’s current location. The 

navigation bar itself should high-

light the current section, but

instead, a cute icon (a fish) serves

this function.

www.neuromedia.com

(Facing page) Here’s a nice example of highlighting the user’s

current location on the site. Note how the use of standard link

colors for the links to neighboring pages makes it very easy for

the user to see where he or she has been already. In this exam-

ple, the user has already visited the “introduction” page as well

as the “portfolio” section of the site.
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www.tbid.com
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www.xerox.com
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There are three kinds of hypertext links that can be used
on a page:

� Embedded links are the traditional underlined text that
indicates that “more stuff ” is available about some topic
that is discussed in the body text.

� Structural links are links that systematically point to
other levels of the site structure as well as to siblings or
children in a hierarchy. It is important to have the same
structural links on all pages so that the user will under-
stand what structural navigation options to expect.
Of course, the exact destinations pointed to by the
structural links will be different from page to page.
Therefore, it is often better to use link anchors that
name the specific destinations in addition to giving the
generic structural relationship between the current page
and the destination page. For example, it is better to
have a link that reads “Up to Widget Product Family”
than a link that simply reads “One Level Up.”

� Associative links are used to give users “see also” hints
about pages that may be of interest to them because
they are similar or related to the current page.

It is usually best to represent links as underlined text,
keeping the standard link colors of blue for links to unvis-
ited pages and purple for links to pages the user has seen
before. Everybody learns the meaning of this convention
the first day they are on the Web, and there is simply no
doubt that underlined text means “click here.” Because
underlining now has a strong perceived clickability affor-
dance, it is best not to underline any text that cannot be
clicked.

Usability problems are also associated with links that have
any form other than simple, underlined text. Pull-down
menus and graphics should be used for navigation only
with great care because they don’t behave in the standard
manner of underlined text. In particular, they don’t turn
purple if they link to places the user has already seen.

(Left) Pull-down menus like the one

called “site navigation” in this screen

cause many usability problems

because users can’t see the full set of

choices without having to take

explicit action. I prefer having a small

enough set of global navigation

options that they can be shown at all

times. Another problem with this site

is the very small and non-standard

placement of the company name.

This product page provides an inter-

esting example of local navigation in

the form of see-also links to similar

products under the heading “Quick

Compare.” Too frequently, web navi-

gation operates on the assumption

that users will go directly to the

exact destination they need. In fact,

users will often arrive at something

that is approximately right, but not

exactly right. Without local naviga-

tion to similar products, users then

have no choice but to start all over

again and hope for better results

next time.

The Quick Compare feature in this

example could have been improved

with an indication of the underlying

navigation dimensions that cause

the products to be different. In

other words, help users understand

why and under what conditions they

might be interested in the various

other products. Listing the price pro-

vides one such dimension (if you

can’t afford the current product,

then it’s easy to find a cheaper one),

but it is not clear what the other

main differences are among the

products. I could imagine that one

printer might be the one to click on

if you need color and another might

be the choice if you print a lot of

copies every day, but with the cur-

rent design, users don’t know—nor

get any help in deciding—what

direction to move in if they want to

leave the current page.
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One of the most useless navigation aids I have seen on the Web.

The user clearly has five different possibilities, but there is no

way to know what the possibilities are without rolling the mouse

over each of the buttons. Maybe the Olympic Committee wants

to ensure that the nerds get some minimal exercise by moving

their mouse around. (Wow, I feel my right bicep bulging already.)

A navigation interface needs to show all the available alterna-

tives at the same time so that users can make an informed deci-

sion as to which option will satisfy their needs best. Not only is it

annoying to have to move the mouse around to see the options,

it is outright user-hostile to require users to keep the previously

seen options in their short-term memory while they consider

additional choices.

The final touch of death in the Olympic navigation design comes

from the panel on the left part of the screen. This panel suppos-

edly allows users fast access to the main navigation options on

later screens, but only if they happen to remember that a blue

square stands for “official emblem.” Not exactly a particularly

natural color association, so users would be forced to study this

website for hours to commit the color scheme to long-term mem-

ory if they were ever to use it efficiently. And one thing we really

know about the Web is that nobody is sufficiently devoted to a

site to go through a special training class to use it.

196 Jakob Nielsen: Designing Web Usability

www.olympic.org
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www.olympic.org
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Site Structure

No matter what navigation design you pick for your site,
there is one common theme to all navigation:All it does is
visualize the user’s current location and alternative move-
ments relative to the structure of the underlying informa-
tion space. If the structure is a mess, then no navigation
design can rescue it. Poor information architecture will
always lead to poor usability.

Most sites have a hierarchical structure with progressively
more detailed levels of information. Other sites have a 
tabular structure in which pages are classified relative to 
a number of attributes or parameters. For example, the
1996 Olympic Games site classified events pages relative 
to their sport, their data, and their location, so users could,
if they wanted, see all pages related to soccer or all pages
related to events in a certain city.A linear structure makes
sense for Web-enabled applications that are a progression
of steps.

The two most important rules about site structure are to
have one and to make it reflect the users’ view of the site
and its information or services. It may seem obvious to
have a site structure, but many sites evolve without any
planned structure and end up in total chaos as a collection
of random directories without any systematic relations
among different parts of the site.A second common mis-
take is to have the site structure mirror your organizational
charts instead of reflecting the user’s view. Users should
not have to care how your company is organized, so they
should not be able to deduce your organizational structure
from the structure of your website.Admittedly, it is easiest
to distribute responsibility for the site to divisions and
departments according to already established chains of
command and budget categories, but doing so results 
in an internally centered site rather than a customer-
focused site.

The site structure should be determined by the tasks users
want to perform on your site, even if that means having a
single page for information from two very different
departments. It is often necessary to distribute information
from a single department across two or more parts of the
site, and many subsites will have to be managed in collab-
oration between multiple departments.

198 Jakob Nielsen: Designing Web Usability

The Vice-Presidential Button

A classic sign of a mismanaged

website is when the home page

has a button for each of the

senior vice presidents in the com-

pany. Remember, you don’t

design for your VPs; you design

for the users. Therefore, it will

be quite common that you can’t

tell VPs where “their” button is

on the home page.
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A linear information structure is often a warning sign for bad

usability because the Web is inherently non-linear in nature.

Users don’t want to have to step through all the site elements

one at a time. In this example, it is hard to imagine a user scan-

ning through a list of 753 films in alphabetical order. It would be

better to have a set of alternative structuring principles available,

including a way to sort by quality (review) rating and a way to

filter out certain types of films. Even if an alphabetical listing is

the best that can be done, at least abandon the numeric links to

jump around the list. It makes sense to jump to films starting

with the letter G, but not to jump to film number 451.

1994: Site Design

www.dvdwave.com
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(Facing page) In April 1998 The Christian Science Monitor experi-

mented with a site structure and navigation interface that mir-

rored its printed newspaper. Users would page through reduced

pictures of actual pages from the daily paper and could click on

the image of an article to get the full text displayed in the right

half of the window.

The main problem with the design is that it is extremely slow to

navigate. Each of the page miniatures is about 60 KB, taking

about 20 seconds to download over a 28.8 modem. We know

that 10 seconds is the absolute maximum response time for get-

ting web pages before users rebel; optimal navigation requires

even shorter response times.

Navigating between pages is done through a pop-up menu that

lists nothing but page numbers. Because users do not know what

articles are on what page, they are left guessing and are relegat-

ed to jumping to pages at random. It would have been better to

provide a menu of section titles or main headlines. For example,

it would be more meaningful to go to “Food Section” than

“Page 14”, assuming that the food articles were on page 14.

Page numbers make sense in print, where users flip through a

physical product, but on the Web, everything is equally far away

(one mouseclick). Thus, a site structure should rarely be linear. 

Furthermore, the Monitor design did not allow users to get a

quick overview of the current news or focus their attention on

parts of the paper that were of particular interest to them. It was

a purely linear navigation system that was made almost useless

by the slow speed of “turning the page.” While viewing a page,

it was not possible to read subheads, decks, bylines, or any of the

other short but important components of a story design that

help people decide what to read.

After a user did manage to find an article of interest, then the

design failed again because only half of the window was avail-

able to display the actual article, thus necessitating more

scrolling than usual and making the text harder to scan. Also, the

use of frames made it difficult to bookmark articles of interest or

to email URLs of recommended stories to friends and family (oth-

erwise, a great way for a website to grow usage through social

interaction).
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www.csmonitor.com

Ironically, even though I would not recommend this design for

any newspaper, it may be particularly ill suited to the Monitor.

Most of its pages contain no more than one or two articles. Thus,

the page layout gives very few cues as to the relation between

articles or particular attributes of stories. Other newspapers have

more intricate layouts where the relative placement of stories on

the page carries more information.
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As an example of hierarchical structure, a corporate site
may be divided into high-level categories such as product
information, employment information, and information
for investors. Because the home page is the top level of
the hierarchy, these main categories form the second level
of the structure.The product information might again be
divided into different product families (the third level of
structure), and each product family would be divided into
information for the individual products (the fourth level
of structure). Finally, each product may have pages for
specifications, pricing and configuration options, customer
case stories, and service information (the fifth level of
structure).

Consider a page with pricing and configuration options
for the SuperWidget product.This page belongs to five
levels of the site structural hierarchy:

1. The company’s website (as opposed to being at 
some other site)

2. The “products” category (as opposed to, say,
employment info)

3. The Widgets product family
4. The SuperWidgets product
5. Pricing and configuration

202 Jakob Nielsen: Designing Web Usability

Importance of User-Centered Structure

In one e-commerce project I worked on, the

draft home page had three ways of getting to

the products: one search function and two nav-

igation schemes, both of which were presented

as simple lists of choices. One navigation

scheme was structured according to the way

most users think about the domain; the other

scheme was structured according to the way

many of the manufacturer’s own staff members

thought about their product lines.

Results from usability testing showed that the

success rate was 80 percent when people used

the navigation scheme structured according to

most users’ mental model and only 9 percent

when using the navigation scheme structured

according to the company’s internal thinking.

Conclusion: The second navigation scheme was

dropped from the design, even though this

pained some of the project members. The sec-

ond scheme had its advantages for those peo-

ple who used it correctly, but it led most users

into trouble, so it did more harm than good.

Comparison of the two success rates of 80 per-

cent and 9 percent leads to the conclusion that

user-centered information architecture had

about nine times as high usability as internally

oriented information architecture. Of course,

the exact difference between the two

approaches will vary from project to project,

but the difference is often large. We’re not just

talking a few percentage points here; we’re

talking about the difference between success

and failure for anybody trying to sell anything

on the Web.
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My preference is to show all five levels in the navigation
user interface because they are all useful in trying to
understand the user’s current location. Even better is a
design that also shows alternative choices at one or more
of the levels; such alternatives make it clear to users not
just what they are seeing but also how it should be inter-
preted in relation to the other options on the site.Also, of
course, listing alternatives makes it easy for users to go
directly to one of the alternatives if it should prove a bet-
ter match with the user’s needs.

In my example, listing the alternative choices on the
fourth level of the site structure would show the user that
the Widget product family contained MiniWidgets and
WidgetClassic in addition to the SuperWidget. If the user
wanted a MiniWidget, he or she could then go directly to
the relevant product page and navigate from there to the
relevant pricing and configuration page.

Breadth Versus Depth

Currently, the most common navigation design is to list all
the top levels of the site, often in a stripe down the left
side of the page as was done in the original design of
news.com.The benefit of this breadth-emphasizing design
is that users are constantly reminded of the full scope of
services available on the site.This is particularly useful for
users who do not enter at the home page but go directly
to a page deep within the site.Although this is a benefit, I
do find it excessive to dedicate 20 percent of an interior
page to a listing of top-level options, all of which can be
accessed from the home page at the cost of a single addi-
tional click.

The colored stripe serves a dual purpose as a site branding
mechanism, which makes it easy for users to recognize
that they are on this particular site.Thus, the stripe dou-
bles as a kind of logo to help users identify their location
relative to the Web as a whole.

Whereas news.com had a breadth-emphasizing navigation
design, the useit.com navigation bar is completely depth-
emphasizing. It shows the full hierarchical path from the
home page down through all the levels to the current
page.Thus, users get a full sense of their current location
relative to the site structure, and they can jump up to any

2034: Site Design
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www.news.com

The navigational apparatus in the

original design of news.com includ-

ed three elements: a list of top-level

destinations down the left side, a

list of current news stories down the

right side, and a list of related sto-

ries at the bottom. These latter

cross-references are very helpful 

and enable users to find stories they

might have overlooked originally. 

I am less pleased with the extensive

space used to provide links to un-

related current news. I would have

preferred to list the related stories

at the top of the right column

because that would maximize the

likelihood that users will see these

links. If a user was sufficiently inter-

ested in the topic of the current

article to have chosen it from the

table of contents, then it is very

likely that the user would also be

interested in reading some of the

related stories. This is true even for

users who find out that they are not

sufficiently interested in the details

of this specific story and therefore

never scroll to the end of the page.
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The revised 1999 design for

news.com is better than the original

design in many ways. In particular,

the “yellow fever” stripe has

vanished, meaning that a larger 

percentage of the space is allocated

to the story. At the very bottom of

the article is an innovative naviga-

tion aide: “See Story in Context,”

which links to related stories. Even

better, if reading an old story, the

context link includes listings of

newer articles that describe what

happened later.

www.news.com
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The navigation bar from my own

site shows the user’s current location

relative to a hierarchical structuring

of the site’s content. Note how

much easier it is to read the human-

authored hierarchy outline in the

breadcrumb trail than having to

decode a URL and its directory

names in the browser’s location

field.

desired higher-level page in a single click.This navigation
support scheme is often called breadcrumbs after the Hansel
and Gretel fairy tale.

A breadcrumb navigation list has the benefit of being
extremely simple and taking up minimal space on the
page, leaving most of the precious pixels for content.After
all, content is king, and my usability studies show that
users tend to ignore navigation options and look directly
at the page body when they go to a new page. Bread-
crumbs are useful only for hierarchical information archi-
tectures because they require nested levels of progressively
smaller subsites. But for such structures, the list of all the
higher levels truly shows the context of the current page
and helps users understand it, and it also helps users quick-
ly move away from the page if it was not the right one.
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www.useit.com
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The LookSmart design combines depth and breadth by
showing many levels of navigational hierarchy (depth) and
listing all the alternative options for each level (breadth).
The main downside of this approach is that it takes up a
lot of space on the screen.Thus, a combined depth-
breadth display is probably more suited for a dynamic pre-
sentation that abandons simple HTML. Dynamic HTML
can be used to combine permanent visibility of all the lev-
els (depth) with a temporary pop-up of the alternatives
(breadth) on any given level when the pointer is over that
level’s name.

A final example is Sun Microsystem’s page template, which
provides navigational breadth at both the highest and low-
est levels of the site structure.Top-level breadth is shown
across the top of the page which lists all the high-level cat-
egories on the site. Low-level breadth is shown down the
left side with links to all the content at the level of the
current page, including a few associative links to “see also”
material. Finally, the design provides a small amount of
depth by indicating the names of some (but not all) of the
levels of structure above the current page.

I would recommend use of this elaborate set of navigation
mechanisms only for very large sites with highly heteroge-
neous content. (Currently, I would classify sites with more
than 10,000 pages as “very large.”) Sites with fewer pages
will be easier to use with a simpler navigation design. Even
the largest sites will be better off with simpler navigation 
if their content is so homogeneous that users can easily
understand the structure of the information. For example,
a site with the collected financial filings of all public 
companies in the United States could have a very simple
structure to support navigation in hundreds of thousands
of documents because they all had similar attributes.

Unfortunately, some sites combine quite disparate 
material—and lots of it—and so end up with a complex
structure that needs a lot of navigation support.This is
often the case for large companies with multiple product
lines that address different customers.

(Following page) Two different

implementations of breadcrumbs

from Looksmart (the 1997 and 1999

designs, respectively). Neither is per-

fect. The old design is cleaner and

makes it very clear how the various

elements in the breadcrumb trail

are related. Placing a > mark

between each name implies a hier-

archy or sequence between the ele-

ments. In contrast, the elements are

separated by a — mark in the newer

design. This character does not have

nearly the same connotation of hier-

archy. On the contrary, the bread-

crumb trail looks too much like a

simple listing of alternatives that do

not have a structure. Unfortunately,

the old design did not list all the

navigation levels and elided the

upper levels, which were accessible

by clicking on the somewhat

obscure triangle glyph. The new

design has the advantage of listing

all the levels in the navigation hier-

archy that are above the current

location, from the very top (World)

to the name of the current page

(Usability). Of course, it is a mistake

to make the name of the current

page into a hypertext link; never

have a link that is a no-op and

points right back to the place the

user already is.
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www.looksmart.com
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www.looksmart.com

Fisheye view of four levels of site content from the 1997

LookSmart design. A fisheye presentation provides progressively

more detail at levels closer to the user’s current focus of interest.

In this example, I was interested in HTML 

tools for web design, and a click on that option would give me 

a list of the tools.  But the display provides additional breadth 

by also showing me the other types of web design tools 

discussed on the site.  Stepping up one level takes us further

from the user’s current interest, so less breadth is provided.  The

third column indicates that more information is available about

other Internet-related issues, but these topics are not described

in as much detail as the web design tools.  Going one step far-

ther up, the second column lists other computer-oriented topics,

but this level is described at a very course level of granularity.
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The 1999 LookSmart design provides only a fisheye view of three

levels of content. The very top level is not shown at all, and the

second level is shown only by the headline “Internet.” There 

is no way to find out that the current top-level category is

“Computing” or what the other second-level categories might 

be within Computing. I prefer the 1997 design over this one. (As

an aside, why would anybody run an advertisement for “brand-

name bargains starting at $7” without telling us what brands or

what types of products are being sold? I can’t imagine many peo-

ple being attracted by the promise that some unknown thing can

be had for $7.)

www.looksmart.com
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Fisheye navigation support at Inktomi. The graphic at the top of

the page clearly shows that we are looking at its search engine

product (and that the other products are the traffic server and

the shopping engine). Within this set of product pages, we are

currently looking at the partner, and there is a simple way to

jump to the other five pages about this product.

www.inktomi.com
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Sun’s standard page design is embedded within an

L-shaped navigation template with elaborate navi-

gation support. It is instructive to look at the two

different ways the navigation features are support-

ed in two different versions of the design.

The 1998 design of the navigation system provided

several levels of hierarchy. The choices on the high-

est level were listed across the top, the current

location is stated with two levels of nesting in the

second horizontal bar, and choices at lower levels

are given down the side. The search box is shown

immediately below the logo: a prominent location,

but one that turned out to be used relatively rarely

by other sites as they started to add search boxes

to their pages later in 1998 and 1999.

www.sun.com
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www.sun.com

The 1999 design is much simplified from a graphics

perspective and with respect to download time.

The top-level choices are mainly relegated to a

drop-down menu, although the most important

ones are still shown across the top. The current

location is now shown in a breadcrumb trail, which

has the advantage of showing all the levels (partic-

ularly good for a deeply nested article like the one

in the figure) but has the disadvantage of not

showing the neighboring alternatives. Finally, the

lower-level choices continue to be shown down the

side. The search box has been moved to the upper

right: a location that started to become a conven-

tion during 1999.
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Fisheye view from the children’s site

MaMaMedia.

214 Jakob Nielsen: Designing Web Usability

The User Controls Navigation
In traditional user interface design, the designer can control
where the user can go when.You can gray out menu
options that are not applicable in the current state, and
you can throw up a modal dialog box that takes over the
computer until the user has answered the question. On the
Web, however, the user fundamentally controls his or her
navigation through the pages. Users can take paths that
were never intended by the designer. For example, they
can jump straight into the guts of a site from a search
engine without ever going through the home page. Users
also control their own bookmark menu and can use it to
create a customized interface to a site.

Web designers need to accommodate and support user-
controlled navigation. Sometimes you can force users
through set paths and prevent them from linking to cer-
tain pages, but sites that do so feel harsh and dominating.
It is better to design for freedom of movement and flexi-
ble navigation that supports many different ways of mov-
ing through a site. Get over it.The user holds the mouse,
and there is nothing you can do about it.

www.mamamedia.com
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Users always request easy ways of comparing products or other

items discussed on a site. As long as information is restricted to

individual product pages, it is hard for users to form an overview

of the space and to understand where they should go. A compar-

ison table is a nice way to reduce the amount of navigation and

allow users to go straight to the one or two products they are

really interested in.

www.xerox.com
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www.autotrader.com
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(Facing page) Dynamic comparison

tables are a great way to enhance

user control over a large and com-

plex information space. By allowing

users to list side by side the exact cars

they are thinking of buying, the site

can even highlight the most impor-

tant differences or features that a

buyer should pay attention to when

contemplating these cars. I don’t

think I would have highlighted pas-

senger-side airbags when comparing

two cars that both have this feature.

Also, a traditional application is an enclosed user interface
experience. Although window systems allow application-
switching and make multiple applications visible simulta-
neously, the user is fundamentally “in” a single application
at any given time, and only that application’s commands
and interaction conventions are active. Users spend rela-
tively long periods of time in each application and
become familiar with its features and design.

On the Web, users move between sites at a rapid pace, and
the borders between different designs (sites) are fluid. It is
rare for users to spend more than a few minutes at a time
at any given site, and users’ navigation frequently takes
them from site to site to site as they follow the hyperlinks.
Because of this rapid movement, users feel that they are
using the Web as a whole rather than any specific site.
Users don’t want to read any manuals or help information
for individual sites, but they do demand the ability to use
a site on the basis of the web conventions they have
picked up as an aggregate of their experience using other
sites. In usability studies, users complain bitterly whenever
they are exposed to sites with overly divergent ways of
doing things. In other words, the Web as a whole has
become a genre, and each site is interpreted relative to the
rules of the genre.

Traditional GUIs are also part of a whole, of course, and it
is advisable to follow the vendor’s design style guide
because in the balance between individual design and the
whole, the scale tips in favor of the whole for web designs.
At the same time, we don’t have any established web
design style guide that can dictate how designers should
use their interface vocabulary to build sites that fit this
whole. I am a strong proponent of getting an official set of
web design conventions; but as long as we don’t have one,
my advice to web designers is to design to fit in and to
acknowledge that your site is not the center of the users’
universe. Users are going to move between sites, and we
have to make it easy for them to use each new site as 
they go.

Help Users Manage Large Amounts of Information

Web navigation is a challenge because of the need to
manage billions of information objects. Right now, the
Web “only” has about a billion pages, but around 2005,

2174: Site Design
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there will be 10 billion pages online that can be reached
from any Internet-connected device. Current user inter-
faces are simply not well suited to deal with such huge
amounts of information.Virtually every current user inter-
face is more or less a clone of the Macintosh user interface
from 1984 (which again was a close copy of research at
Xerox PARC in the late 1970s and early 1980s).The Mac
was optimized to handle the few documents that an indi-
vidual user would create and store on his or her disk. Even
the PARC research was mostly aimed at office automation
where the main goal was to support a workgroup and a
few thousand documents.The Web, in contrast, is a shared
information environment for millions of users (soon to be
hundreds of millions of users) with incredibly many more
documents.

Web browsers are applications in the style of the currently
dominant UI paradigm, so they are inherently ill suited for
the task of browsing the Web. Consider, for example, how
a pull-down menu (even with pull-right submenus) is an
extraordinarily weak way of organizing a user’s book-
marks. Calling the menu “favorites” instead of “book-
marks” does not change its fundamental limitations.

Current software is extremely weak at addressing the
Web’s navigation problems, meaning that the designers of
web content have to help solve the problem.Actually, the
problems in navigating an information space as large as the
Web are probably so hard to solve that we will need all
the help we can get, both from better software and from
better-designed content.

The Web’s early days were dominated by simplistic hyper-
text links: Everybody pointed to everybody else in a very
unstructured manner. In fact, it was quite common to have
very long lists of recommended links without much in the
way of explaining why the links would be of interest to a
user.The assumption was that the Web was so interesting
and the users so curious, that they would check out all the
links and be grateful the more links they got.

Long hotlists have certainly become less prevalent. Now,
there is a renewed appreciation of the value of selective
linking, where links have added value because they have
been carefully chosen by an author to be the best or most
relevant to that author’s audience.

218 Jakob Nielsen: Designing Web Usability

Design Creationism Versus
Design Darwinism

With traditional GUIs we had the

luxury of an initial phase of slow

research and development at

leading companies. Many years

passed between the invention of

ideas such as windows, menus,

and icons, and the introduction

of mass-market products. Much

in-house experimentation was

done by responsible user inter-

face experts like the many

researchers at Xerox PARC and

Bruce Tognazzini at Apple. As a

result, bad ideas were rejected,

and good ideas were codified

into guidelines before any GUIs

were inflicted upon the average

computer user. A GUI style guide

was a carefully coordinated cre-

ation where the best ideas rein-

forced each other to form a

pleasing and usable whole. In

contrast, the Web is developing

as we speak, and experiments

happen on the open Internet

with us all as test subjects—not

in a videotaped usability lab. The

result is a much harsher Design

Darwinism, where ideas crash

and burn in public. Eventually,

the best design ideas will survive

and bad ones will decline

because users will abandon poor-

ly designed sites.
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The top row of black buttons is standardized across

the site and provides a clear sense of site-identifi-

cation relative to the rest of the Web as well as an

easy way of getting to the home page and to the

search page. I would have preferred a more promi-

nent placement of the search button, which seems

somewhat lost between a series of less-important

buttons. The real problem with this page is the

highly confusing, second-level navigation bar. The

layout of the five options under “Information”

makes it look as if the local information space has

two tracks, each with its logical sequence of pages.

The current page is highlighted (good), but it’s

strange that it’s the successor to “Microsoft cul-

ture” and not to “interviewing” because it con-

cerns the scheduling of interviews. In general, a

flow chart layout should be used only when the

information space is in fact structured as an

ordered sequence.

The “back to” link is a valuable navigation aid that

allows user to easily move up a level, but the key

phrase “employment opportunities” is rendered as

a typographic mess that is inconsistent with the

rest of the site, making it difficult to read the sec-

ond-most-important word on the page, “employ-

ment.” (The most important word on the page is

obviously the site name, although there is no need

to clutter up the navigation bar by listing it twice.)

The page wastes an opportunity to serve its audi-

ence better: A link to the home page for the

Society of Women Engineers event would have

been very helpful to a potential recruit who was

thinking of showing up to meet with the Microsoft

recruiters. 

One final issue is that I snapped this screenshot

three days after the end of the Society of Women

Engineers conference. Sites need to have

procedures in place to remove outdated infor-

mation immediately.

2194: Site Design

www.microsoft.com
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www.anchordesk.com
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(Facing page) Jesse Berst’s

AnchorDesk places links to related,

longer stories in the right margin.

The left rail is dedicated to site-wide

navigation, following a fairly com-

mon convention. Users will often

overlook the left column completely

(except if they deliberately want to

locate a different part of the site).

But the links on the right are a

great way for Berst to recommend

additional articles that are relevant

to his current topic.

Sitemaps are becoming somewhat of a cliche.All users say
they want sitemaps, and we even know from hypertext
research that overview diagrams help users find informa-
tion faster, so I am not opposed to sitemaps. But current
sitemaps do not seem to help users much. For example,
they lack the one feature that any mall-goer knows to be
essential for a map: the “you are here” indicator. Many
sites seem to design their sitemaps as a simple list of all
their stuff.A better solution would be a dynamic sitemap
that indicates the page from which it was accessed and
that has ways of highlighting information of interest to
specific user populations.

Reducing Navigational Clutter

We obviously cannot represent every single information
object in a navigation UI (given that there are so many).
Instead, designs must employ a variety of methods to
reduce the clutter. Some useful methods are:

� Aggregation (showing a single unit that represents a
collection of smaller ones).This can be done quite easi-
ly within a site (indeed, the very notion of a “site” is
one useful level of aggregation, as are various levels of
subsites), but it may be harder to aggregate across sites.

� Summarization (ways of representing a large amount of
data by a smaller amount). Examples include the use of
smaller images to represent larger ones and the use of
abstracts to represent full documents.We need ways of
summarizing large collections of information objects.

� Filtering (eliminating entire wads of stuff we don’t care
about). Collaborative filtering and quality-based filters
are particularly useful (for example, only show stuff that
other people have found to be valuable).

� Truncation. Cut off everything except the first initial
parts of the information and let users click a “More…”
link for the rest.

� Example-based representations. Instead of showing
everything, show some representative examples and say
something like “3 million more objects.”

2214: Site Design

Future Navigation

We need to stop thinking of nav-

igation as being the responsibili-

ty of either the browser or the

server in isolation. Instead, it

needs to become a shared

responsibility of the client, the

server, and shared resources such

as proxy servers.

So, for example, I would expect

the server to send a sitemap defi-

nition in XML to the client so

that the browser can integrate it

with maps of other regions of

the Web frequented by the user

and then generate a customized

navigation map for that individ-

ual user. This map could then be

annotated with quality ratings

downloaded from a proxy server

that kept track of what pages

and/or sites the user’s colleagues

had found useful in the past. You

could imagine a map of places to

go that had been color-coded

according to how many other

users had found each area 

useful.
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Subsites
Web users need structure to make sense of the many and
varied information spaces they navigate.The fundamental
nature of the Web does not support any structure beyond
the individual page, which is the only recognized unit of
information.

Single pages are obviously not sufficient as a structuring
mechanism, and from the early days of the Web, I have
advocated an emphasis on the site as an additional funda-
mental structuring unit. Because a single click can take the
user to the other end of the world, every page needs to
provide users with a sense of place and tell them where
they have landed.

Explicit recognition of the site as a structuring mechanism
is important for web usability, but most websites are much
too large for the site level to provide the only structure.
Much information can be hierarchically organized, and so
an explicit representation of the hierarchy can be added to
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Avoid 3D for Navigation

Every few months, the trade press reports a

new technology to navigate websites in three

dimensions. In particular, we see a lot of

designs where users have to fly through a

three-dimensional space in order to navigate.

Most of these systems hurt users more than

they help, for several reasons:

� Navigating a 3D space is in fact unnatural

for us humans. It is much easier to learn to

move on a surface than in a volume.

� Input and output devices are both 2D (typi-

cally a mouse and a screen), so the so-called

3D interfaces are in fact projections rather

than true 3D, meaning that movements and

manipulations are indirect and awkward.

� Information space is n-dimensional, where n

is a very big number, so there is no inherent

reason why a mapping to 3D should be any

more natural than a mapping to 2D.

� Much of the information is hidden when

the user has to fly through a 3D space, so it

may in fact be harder to get an overview

(which is the primary purpose of a naviga-

tion aid).

� None of these 3D interfaces have been sub-

jected to user interface evaluations to mea-

sure whether users can perform any typical

navigation tasks any faster than with a sim-

pler 2D design. These designs may make for

cool demos, but they never seem to actually

help any real users perform any real tasks.

The bottom line is that 3D is no magic bullet

that makes the navigation problem go away.

Even if somebody makes a 3D interface that

works, we still have the fundamental problems

of structuring the information in a way that

makes sense to the users and matches what

they want to do.
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the top of the page to provide additional context and nav-
igation options. For example, the intranet for the hypo-
thetical BigCo company might have the following list of
the nested hierarchy leading to the home page for the
Stockholm office:

BigCoWeb -> Sales -> European Region ->

Sweden -> Stockholm Office

Each of the elements in the hierarchy list should be made
a hyperlink to the appropriate top page for that level of
the hierarchy. Note that the name of the lowest level of
the hierarchy (here, Stockholm Office) should not be a
link when displayed on the top page for that level.
However, even the lowest-level name should be made
active when displayed on a leaf page on that top level.

For information spaces that cannot easily be hierarchically
structured, the subsite can be used as a helpful additional
structuring mechanism. Subsites can also be used in hier-
archical information spaces to give particular prominence
to a certain level of the hierarchy, which is used as the
subsite designator.

By subsite, I simply mean a collection of web pages within
a larger site that have been given a common style and a
shared navigation mechanism.This collection of pages can
be a flat space, or it can have some internal structure, but
in any case it should probably have a single page that can
be designated the home page of the subsite. Each of the
pages within the subsite should have a link pointing back
to the subsite home page as well as a link to the home
page for the entire site.Also, the subsite should have 
global navigation options (for example, to the site home
page and to a site-wide search) in addition to its local 
navigation.

Subsites are a way of handling the complexity of large
websites with thousands or even hundreds of thousands of
pages. By giving a more local structure to a corner of the
information space, a subsite can help users feel welcome in
the part of a site that is of most importance to them.Also,
a large site will often contain heterogeneous information
that cannot all be squeezed into a single standard structure,
so the capability to have subsites with somewhat different
look-and-feel can provide an improved user experience.A
subsite is a home environment for a specific class of users

2234: Site Design
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or a specific type of usage within a larger and more gener-
al site.

There is a tension between the desire of the subsite
designer to optimize fully for the specific needs of local
information versus the need for consistency across the
entire site. Subsites should definitely not aspire to become
independent sites with no relation to the parent site of
which they are part and which should provide them with
context and richness.

A good example of a subsite done right is ZDNet’s
AnchorDesk.AnchorDesk provides a platform for the
respected computer industry commentator Jesse Berst to
discuss current events in computing and pull together rec-
ommended links to additional information from across the
rest of the Ziff-Davis site.The AnchorDesk subsite uses
human editing as a guide to an otherwise overwhelming
information space and has value-added use of hyperlinks
to provide the foundation for the commentary.

Search Capabilities
My usability studies show that slightly more than half of
all users are search-dominant, about a fifth of the users are
link-dominant, and the rest exhibit mixed behavior.The
search-dominant users will usually go straight for the search
button when they enter a website.They are not interested
in looking around the site; they are task-focused and want
to find specific information as fast as possible. In contrast,
the link-dominant users prefer to follow the links around a
site. Even when they want to find specific information,
they will initially try to get to it by following promising
links from the home page. Only when they get hopelessly
lost will link-dominant users admit defeat and use a search
command. Mixed-behavior users switch between search and
link-following, depending on what seems most promising
to them at any given time, but they do not have an inher-
ent preference.

Despite the primacy of search, web design still needs to be
grounded in a strong sense of structure and navigation
support.All pages must make it clear where they fit in the
larger scheme of the site. First, there is obviously a need to
support those users who don’t like search or who belong
to the mixed-behavior group. Second, users who do use
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Don’t Search the Web

For unknown reasons, many

websites feel compelled to offer

a search-engine feature that

allows users to choose whether

to search the current site or the

entire Internet. This is a bad

idea. People know where to find

a web-wide search engine; these

sites are the most used services

on the Web. There is no need 

to clutter up your interface with

one more option that has so 

little utility.
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search to get to a page still need structure to understand
the nature of the page relative to the rest of the site.They
also need navigation to move around the site in the neigh-
borhood of the page they found by searching. It is a rare
case that a single page holds all the answers, so normally
users also want to see related pages.

Search should be easily available from every single page on
the site. Search-dominant users will often click on a search
button right on the home page, but other users may move
around until they become lost. Once that happens, you
don’t want them to have to search for the search, so it
should be right there on the page.This means any page
because you can’t predict when users will give up navigat-
ing and look for the search button.

Sometimes, special areas of a site are sufficiently coherent
and distinct from the rest of the site that it makes sense to
offer a scoped search that is restricted to only search that
subsite. In general, I warn against scoped search because
our observations have shown that users often don’t under-
stand the structure of sites. It is quite common for users to
believe that the answer is in the wrong subsite, meaning
that they will never find it in a scoped search. Other
times, users don’t realize where they are and what scope
they are searching, so they may think that they are search-
ing the entire site or a different subsite than the one they
are actually in.

In contemplating a scoped search option, designers should
have a strong bias in favor of avoiding scoping. If the site
in fact has subsites that necessitate scoped search, then all
scoped search pages must do two things:

� Explicitly state what scope is being searched.This
should be indicated at the top of both the query page
and the results page.

� Include a link to the page that searches the entire site.
Again, this link needs to be on both the query page
and the results page. On the results page it should be
encoded as a link saying something like “Didn’t find
what you were looking for? Try to extend your search
to the entire Foo.com site.” Following this latter link
should activate the global search with the same query as
used for the scoped search, and it should take the user
directly to the results page for the expanded search.

2254: Site Design

Micro-Navigation

In addition to moving across the

expanse of the site, users also

need to move around inside a

local region of the site. They

even need to be able to move

between the pages that consti-

tute a single “package,” such as

an article with sidebars or a

product page.
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At first sight it may seem strange to consider Bill Gates’ speeches

and columns to be a subsite, but considering his many fans (and

opponents) it is actually quite likely that many users will be inter-

ested in finding Bill-quotes. This subsite search is well-designed in

most ways: It is clear that it is searching a subsite, and the subsite

is well-defined. I doubt any users will try to use this page when

searching for a workaround to the latest Excel bug. 

I only have two problems with this page. There should be an

explicit link to searching the full Microsoft site, and the type-in

box should be wider to encourage users to enter more terms. The

top navigation bar does include a button for global search, but

considering the many occurrences of the word “search” on this

page, I would have preferred an explicit link located in the con-

tent of the page. Very few users will look above the colored “Bill

Gates” bar.

www.microsoft.com
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Advanced Search

Boolean search should be avoided because all experience
shows that users cannot use it correctly.We have studied
many groups of users who have been given tasks like this:

You have the following pets:
� cats
� dogs

Find information about your pets.

Almost all users will enter the following query:

cats AND dogs

In our studies, users typically do not find anything with
this query, because our test site does not include any pages
that mention both animals. Upon encountering a “no hits
found” message, the vast majority of users conclude that
there is no information available about these pets. Even
experienced programmers will normally use the erroneous
query.The main difference is that when the geeks get the
null result, they typically say,“Oh, yes, I should have used
an OR instead of the AND.”

Unfortunately, most users have not been taught debug-
ging, so they are very poor at query reformulation.This is
why I recommend minimal use of scoped search and no
use of Boolean search in the primary search interface.
Advanced search is fine if offered on a page different from
the simple search.The advanced search page can provide a
variety of fancy options, including Boolean, scopes, and
various parametric searches (e.g., only find pages added or
changed after a certain date). It is important to use an
intimidating name like “advanced search” to scare off
novice users from getting into the page and hurting them-
selves. Search is one of the few cases where I do recom-
mend shaping the user’s behavior by intimidation.

In general, computers are good at looking at long lists of
stuff and remembering whether any alternative words exist
that should be searched for. Users are notoriously bad at
this exact same task, so it is pretty clear what a well-
designed search system should do.The system should per-
form spelling checks (both for user queries and for
document terms), and it should offer synonym expansion.

2274: Site Design

Global Search

The default for a search engine

should be to search the entire

site. Users don’t necessarily real-

ize what part of the site they are

currently on, so if the search

defaults to only searching the

current subsite, they may think

that they have searched the

entire site or even that they have

searched a different subsite.
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(Above) Sun’s AnswerBook2 web-

based documentation interface uses

scoped search: Each user can set up

a so-called personal library with a

list of those parts of the large infor-

mation space that normally is of

interest to them. By default, the

search uses this personal library as

the search scope. In this example,

only one, and not very promising,

hit was found for the user’s search. 

Below the list of search hits are sug-

gestions for how to improve the

search. We tried many different

placements for these instructions,

and the one just below the search

hits proved to be the best. When

users get to this part of the page,

they’re motivated to read about

ways to improve their search.

Without the instructions, many users

overlooked the option to search the

complete library and so never found

any information that was not within

their initial search scope.

docs.sun.com

(Facing page) To get this page, the AnswerBook2 user has

repeated the search, but this time with the search scope set to

the complete library. Many more hits were found, including

many good ones in the System Administrator collection.

Apparently, the problem the user wanted to read about

(installing printers) was considered a system administration task

by the designers of the documentation. Because the set of online

documentation is a structured information space, the search

results list can present the search hits in context, which makes it

obvious to the user that most of the promising hits are in the

System Administrator collection. 

The use of book icons (and indeed the very name of the online

documentation) indicates a book metaphor that is emphasized

by terms such as “personal library.” In general, book metaphors

are probably not the best for hypertext, but it is a good match

for this particular information space, which is highly structured

with all information about a certain domain made into a “book.”
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docs.sun.com
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Barnes & Noble’s search engine con-

ducts a spelling check on the user’s

query terms when it doesn’t find

any matches. In this case, the user

could misspell my name (which is

done very frequently) and still find

my books. As an interesting aside,

note that this spelling correction

also handles cases where the 

user spelled the name correctly but

the site had a spelling error in its

database.

The Search Results Page

The search results page should have a sorted list of hits
with the best hits at the top. Some search engines list
search scores next to the hits, but because users don’t
understand how these scores are computed they are essen-
tially meaningless.As long as the best hits are at the top,
users can easily start scanning the list from the top and
will automatically see the most important hits first with-
out wasting time trying to interpret search scores.

The search results list should eliminate duplicate occur-
rences of the same page. In particular, it is quite common
to see the default page in a directory listed multiple times
with slightly varying URLs. On many servers, the follow-
ing three URLs will point to the same page:

http://www.foo.com/bar
http://www.foo.com/bar/
http://www.foo.com/bar/index.html
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Even though these URLs are distinct in principle (that is,
they could point to different pages under certain condi-
tions), they should be unified and listed only once in the
search results listing. It is very confusing for users if they
click on different links and get the same result.

Search systems should also explicitly recognize quality in
addition to relevance when prioritizing search hits. For
example, if the site has a FAQ about the user’s query term,
then the FAQ page should be listed on the top of the
results page even if other pages have higher relevance
scores.After all, it is likely that a FAQ is of higher quality
with respect to answering the user’s questions. It would
also be possible to build up a database of quality ratings for
each of the pages on the site relative to each of the more
popular search terms. For example, every time users follow
a link from a results list to a page, they are asked how well
that page satisfies their search, and the ratings are then
saved and used to prioritize the results list for future
searches.

Traditionally, the chunking unit for web search has been
the page. In other words, the search output is a list of
pages that match the user’s query. Unfortunately, most of
these lists of pages have no indication of the relation
between the pages that were found. It would be better to
structure the search results relative to the structure of the
site. For example, if many pages were found within a sin-
gle subsite, then it might be better to cluster all these hits
into a single entry on the search results page. Sometimes, it
may even make sense to chunk the search by larger units
than the pages. For example, an advanced search of a site
with many distinct subsites could initially use the subsites
as the chunks and list those subsites that, taken as a whole,
were good matches for the user’s query.The user could
then search these subsites further.

Page Descriptions and Keywords

Some of the Internet-wide search engines show the
author’s abstract of the page instead of trying to generate
their own summary text. In general, I favor this approach
because humans are still better than computers at deciding
what a page is really about and at writing readable text.
The page abstract is contained in a META tag with the

2314: Site Design

(Following page) MaMaMedia inte-

grates a structural overview into its

search results pages. When doing a

search on the term “bird,” the user

retrieves pages both about birds as

animals and about birds as pets (as

well as pages about dinosaurs). The

difference in emphasis between the

different pages is made clear while

the child is still on the search results

lists, thus eliminating the need to

spend time going to some pages

only to read about the wrong topic.
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name “description” in the page header.The format for
these abstracts is 

<META NAME="description" CONTENT="This is a summary of
the content of this page">

Deciding the best length of a page abstract for a search-
results listing is a trade-off between providing a good
prospective view of the possible destinations and providing
an overview of the full set of alternatives; long abstracts are
better at allowing users to assess each individual page but
make it more difficult for users to compare destinations
without excessive scrolling. In almost all cases, some form
of abstract is necessary because the page titles alone are
not sufficient to allow users to guess what the pages are
truly about.

Page abstracts should be kept short. Most search engines
display only the first 150 or 200 characters of the descrip-
tion text, so it is best to stay below this limit when writing
pages for the open Internet. Even if you are using your
own search engine, it is still best to have very short
abstracts because users are more likely to scan the abstracts
than to read them in full.

In addition to descriptions, it is also common to add a list
of keywords in a META tag in the page header.Typically,
the keywords are not displayed in research results lists but
instead are used only to determine the relative ranking of
the retrieved pages:A page is assumed to be mainly about
the terms included in its keyword list.

The keywords list should include both simple terms (e.g.,
“bus”) and compound terms (e.g.,“double-decker bus”)
because users search surprisingly frequently for multi-word
terms. In pre-Web search studies, we used to find that
users were overwhelmingly most likely to enter single-
word queries. For example, in a study of a traditional
online documentation system, Meghan Ede and I found
that 81 percent of the users’ queries consisted of a single
word. Maybe the overwhelming amount of information
on the Web has forced users to be more precise in their
queries.Whatever the reason, single-word queries are not
quite as common as they used to be. In 1997, I analyzed
2,261 queries from WebCrawler and 24,743 queries from
www.sun.com. In both cases, I found substantially more
two-word queries as well as longer queries.

Use a Wide Search Box

Most search engines provide

more precise results when the

user enters more words in the

query. And yet users are notori-

ous for entering very short

queries. Maybe the search

engine design shares part of 

the blame. Jussi Karlgren 

and Kristofer Franzén from

Stockholm University conducted

a small experiment where they

had students use the same web-

site with two different text entry

boxes for the search engine. On

average, the students entered

2.8 words per query when using

the version of the site with a

small text box, but when using a

design with a much larger text

entry box, the students entered

3.4 words on average.

This result makes sense from a

usability perspective for two rea-

sons. First, users don’t like to

enter something they can’t see,

so they will be reluctant to type

any more than the number of

characters that are visible at any

given time in the text field. So,

even if the entry field scrolls,

people will often not type longer

queries than it can hold. Second,

the very size of the query box

sets some expectations regarding

the probable size of the query

string.
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www.excite.com

Sites are an important unit of hierarchy on the Web, so clustering

search hits by the site they belong to is a great way of making

users see the forest for the trees of pages in their search results.

In this example, I would probably have sorted www.world-

ready.com above www.useit.com because it would seem to be

more important to have 50 percent more pages about the query

than to have whether the highest scoring page on the site scores

83 or 82.
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www.zdnet.com

Clustering also works for searches within a single

website, although the structuring mechanism obvi-

ously needs to be different. For example, results

could be structured by subsite or by category as

done in this example from ZDNet. Also note the

use of shortcut links to the most important areas of

the site of interest to the user’s query. I am less

enamored with the advertising search box: Even

though it is clearly marked as an ad, it intrudes too

much on the user. 
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Note how pages that provide human-written

descriptions make it much easier for the user to

determine whether the page is of interest.

Compare, for example, the first and second hits on

this page: The first hit is represented by Infoseek’s

automatically generated summary of the page, and

the second page is represented by a real abstract.

Also note on this page how the search engine tries

to identify a few alternative phrases that might be

used for query reformulation. I searched on

“usability,” so the suggestion to search for “user

interface” would most likely be helpful and would

find pages that were missed by the original search.

Obviously, the system’s capability to find relevant

alternatives is limited, as shown by its second sug-

gestion, “Computer science institutes in Georgia.”

(Even though there is one such institute that does

usability research, there are much better alterna-

tive queries.)
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Distribution of the number of terms used in search
queries in a traditional, pre-Web system and in two 
web search engines.

Pre-Web Search Webcrawler www.sun.com

1 word 81% 43% 46%

2 words 14% 35% 32%

3 words 4% 13% 15%

4 words 1% 6% 5%

5 words or more 0% 3% 2%

Even though the profusion of material on the Web has
encouraged longer queries, it is still true that the vast
majority of queries are one or two words. Such ultra-short
queries made up more than three quarters of the searches
in my sample.The lesson for web designers is the need to
use focused and highly descriptive keywords in your
META tags, because keyword searches are the way most
users will find you.Also, you need to add keywords for all
the main synonyms for your topic. In particular, add alter-
native keywords for any terms used by your competitors
to refer to the kind of product you are selling. For exam-
ple, a page about hard disks should have the acronym
DASD as a keyword because many traditional IBM cus-
tomers will be used to calling disks DASD (direct-access
storage devices).

It is unfortunate that people tend to use short searches
because search engines are better at finding relevant pages
the more information they have about the user’s needs.
Typically, the way to provide more information about your
needs involves specifying additional search terms, includ-
ing synonyms or alternate phrases. Doing so is hard, and
people are notoriously bad at thinking of synonyms.Also,
of course, natural laziness encourages users to type as little
as possible. Because of these problems with traditional key-
word search, search engines need to take on more of the
responsibility for allowing users to enhance their searches.
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See What People Search For

Several of the major Internet

search engines have a service

where you can view random

samples of the queries entered

by other users. It is quite inter-

esting to spend a few moments

to look at the ways people

phrase queries and try to esti-

mate what they might be trying

to find. Searches provide first-

hand insights into users’ wants.

(The Webcrawler service I used 

to collect the statistics discussed

in this chapter is at http://

webcrawler.com/cgi-bin/

SearchTicker.)

In addition to looking at people

who search the open Internet,

you should also study the search

logs from your own site search.

Any terms that occur frequently

in your search logs obviously rep-

resent information that many

users want to get but have trou-

ble finding on your site.
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Search Destination Design

When the user follows a link from a search results listing,
the destination page should be presented in context of the
user’s search. Doing so requires use of a document man-
agement system that can construct dynamic pages that
change presentation depending on the user’s specific
search. In principle, destination pages should adapt to the
user’s search in all cases, but in practice, it is normally only
feasible to do so for searches from the site’s own search
engine. Users who arrive from Internet-wide search
engines like Infoseek will probably get static pages 
because of lack of integration between the site and the
search engine.

The most common way to enhance a search destination
page is to highlight all occurrences of the user’s search
terms. By doing so, users can more rapidly scan the page
to pick out those parts of the page that describe the topic
of interest. Helping users find their search terms on your
page also makes it faster for them to assess why the search
engine included the page in the results listing and whether
the use of the search terms on the page is relevant to 
their needs.
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(Facing page) In my opinion,

Infoseek has the easiest interface

for expanding the user’s search with

related terms. The search engine

selects a small number of related

terms, meaning that the user will

often take the time to read them

and consider whether they would

be useful search alternatives. Also,

repeating the search with a new

term is a simple matter of clicking

the desired term. Unfortunately, the

desire to highlight the advertise-

ment has led to a large distance and

a visually intrusive interruption

between the user’s search term

(here “web usability”) and the sug-

gested related topics. Many users

are probably going to overlook the

related topics because they tend to

disappear in the clutter in the upper

and left parts of the page.

Integrating Sites and Search Engines

It would be pretty easy to integrate sites more

closely with search engines. If search engines

would agree on a standardized method for

encoding the user’s query terms, then many

sites would probably make the effort to serve

programmatically defined pages that highlight-

ed occurrences of the query term.

It should also be possible for search engines to

present search results in a more structured

manner if they download sitemap definition

files and use them to derive the structure of

each site’s information space. If, for example, a

given site has five pages with hits for a given

query, and four of these hits are in one closely

related set of pages, then the search results list

should probably list two hits for the site. The

group of four pages should be represented by

a single reference to the center, or most impor-

tant, of the pages (with an icon indicating that

the hit represents a cluster of pages).
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www.altavista.com

AltaVista seems to overwhelm the user with too

many options and alternative terms. Some expert

users may appreciate this extensive listing of

alternative search terms, but most users are likely

to be scared away from the otherwise very useful

ability to rephrase their queries. I would have 

preferred a design with a smaller number of

options that were linked to this huge table as an

“expert search.”
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www.excite.com

Excite also provides a way to add synonyms. In this

example, it would be useful to search for “css” if

the user was interested in “cascading style sheets.”

More important, each search hit has a “more like

this” link that performs relevance feedback and

searches for pages that are similar to the one the

user liked. In principle, it would be better to have a

“find more like this” button on the actual destina-

tion pages, but doing so would require integration

between the site and the search engine. In this fig-

ure, a reasonably subtle background color is used

to enclose the available search options and set

them apart, leading to a less busy appearance than

Infoseek or AltaVista. Putting the hint about the

meaning of the “more like this” buttons into the

middle of the search results listing is a rather

unconventional design, but it does seem to work:

The user’s eye is caught by the change in back-

ground color and layout, and the matching colors

lead to a unification of the hint with the main

search area at the top of the page.
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www.google.com

Natural language search engines get much atten-

tion but are rarely great for usability. It is extra

work for the user to formulate an entire question,

and people prefer typing in a small number of key-

words. Also, the search engines are not truly capa-

ble of understanding human language, so it is

misleading to pretend that they do. In this exam-

ple, asking the natural language question “Who

wrote the Gettysburg Address?” on AskJeeves

results in many hits that are relevant to the docu-

ment but not to the authorship. It would almost

certainly be possible to find the answer to the

question through one of the links, but it is easier

to simply type the relevant keywords “Gettysburg

Address” into Google because the answer is right

on the results page in the title of two of the hits.

Google places the full text of the Address as the

first hit because it doesn’t know that we were

interested specifically in authorship.
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Sun’s AnswerBook2 web-based online documentation highlights

the user’s query terms (here “install” and “printer”) to make it

easier for users to scan the rather long pages to find the sections

that are of interest to them. The bottom of the page has an out-

line of related topics in the same region of the information

space. Red circles are used to indicate the estimated relevance of

each page relative to the user’s current search query.

docs.sun.com
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URL Design
Tim Berners-Lee has said that if he had known that the
Web would be as popular as it is, then he might have
thought harder about finding an alternative to the slash-
slash part of the URL, which is particularly annoying
when speaking URLs over the telephone. In principle,
URLs are machine-readable code and should not have
anything to do with user interface design. In practice, it is
an unfortunate truth that URLs are exposed to users in
many aspects of web usage, so we do have to consider
them as a design issue.

Considering the popularity of the Web, there is no 
need to speak out the “http://” part of a URL when 
giving it over the telephone or when including it in a
television commercial. Most companies simply refer 
to their website as www.company.com rather than
http://www.company.com/ (the syntactically correct
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Compound Domain Names

How might one make up a domain name to

refer to a website that has multiple words in its

name? For example, a site for Jakob Nielsen

might be called jakobnielsen.com, jakob-

nielsen.com, jakob.nielsen.com, jnielsen.com,

and many other combinations of the two

words. (The underscore character is illegal in

domain names, but hyphens are allowed.)

Creating compounds by using dots (e.g.,

jakob.nielsen.com) only works for a company

that owns the primary domain (in this case

nielsen.com, which is taken by the Nielsen rat-

ings). And if you have the primary domain,

then why make a longer and more complex

subdomain for your website? I recommend

using the standard “www.” as the prefix for

websites because people know what it means

and because having an address start with

“www.” is a nice indication that you are talking

about a website and not something else (it

used to be the case that this goal required the

use of a full URL, complete with “http://,” but

these days, only very meticulous people bother

doing so).

Thus, the three reasonable candidates are:

� Run the words together: jakobnielsen.com

� Use an abbreviation: jnielsen.com

� Use a hyphen: jakob-nielsen.com

Current mainstream practice on the Web

prefers the first choice; simply run the words

together to form a new “Internet word” for

the domain name. In usability, the fact that

most other people do something is reason

enough to follow along because the most com-

mon practice is what users expect and find easi-

est to use.

Abbreviations work as an alternative for three

or more words or when the result of running

two words together would be very long and/or

difficult to spell. My main recommendation is

to run the words together if you are dealing

with two reasonably short and easy-to-spell

words.

Hyphens should be avoided because people

often forget them, they can be mistaken for

underscores, and they are rare (and thus a

usability problem).
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form).Although HTML purists deplore this abbreviated
form of stating the name of a website, it seems perfectly
acceptable to me, especially because almost all browsers
add the missing protocol specification to the front and the
missing directory specification to the end.The Web is now
so ubiquitous that it is understood that anything starting
with www and ending with .com (or .uk, .de, .jp, etc.,
outside the U.S.) is a website.

I recommend making both company.com and www.com-
pany.com aliased machine names for your web server.
Currently, most users do include the “www.” when typing
in URLs, but sometimes they forget.Also, when speaking
URLs over the telephone, it is nice to avoid the very awk-
ward-sounding “www.”

The most important component of a URL is the domain
name (the machine name immediately after the http://). If
users can remember your domain name, they can at least
get to your home page, from which navigation and search
are hopefully sufficient to allow them to find the page
they need even if they don’t have the rest of the URL.
Most companies try to get their company name as their
domain name, and I would definitely advise anybody who
starts a new company these days to pick a name that is
available not simply as a trademark but also as an Internet
domain. Having an obscure domain name is going to cost
big time in lost customers. Good domain names that are
easy to remember and easy to spell are the Internet’s
equivalent of a Fifth Avenue real estate location in the
physical world.
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Fully Specify URLs in HTML Code

I do recommended using fully syntactically cor-

rect URLs in the hypertext links in actual HTML

code. In particular, it is best to include the trail-

ing slash for any URL that points to the default

file in a directory. Most web servers can cope

with a missing slash, but doing so typically

requires the server to redirect the browser’s

request from the abbreviated version to the

correct version, and doing so takes time and

adds to the response time delay. Thus, if you 

want to refer to my Alertbox column in print,

you would write the URL as

http://www.useit.com/alertbox

or even

www.useit.com/alertbox

If you wanted to include a hypertext link to the

column in one of your web pages, the HTML

should be coded as

<A HREF="http://www.useit.com/alertbox/">

Jakob Nielsen’s Alertbox</A>
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Our usability studies have shown that users rely on reading
URLs when they try to decipher the structure of a site or
the possible results of following a hyperlink. It would be
preferable if browsers had better ways of making site struc-
tures explicit and of previewing the destinations of hyper-
links, but right now they don’t, so users read URLs the
way the ancients read cracked turtle shells: to divine a hos-
tile environment with no known laws of nature.

Because we know that users try to understand URLs, we
have an obligation to make them understandable. In partic-
ular, all directory names should be human-readable and
should be either words or compound words that explain
the meaning of the site structure.Also, your site structure
should support URL-butchering where users hack off
trailing parts of a URL in the hope of getting to an
overview page at a higher place in the site hierarchy. Of
course, it is better if users can navigate your site structure
using your navigation buttons, but we know that a lot 
of users use URL-butchering as a shortcut: Such users
should get reasonable results (typically a table-of-contents-
like page listing the information available at the desired
level of the hierarchy).

One day browsers, servers, and proxies will all include
spelling checkers, but at this time users are doomed if they
don’t get every single character exactly right when typing
a URL.Web designers can reduce the frequency with
which users meet the dreaded 404 by making URLs easier
to spell. Rules for easy-to-spell URLs are:

� Make the URL as short as possible (the longer the
URL, the great the possibilities for making errors).

� Use common natural language words as much as 
possible because users normally know how to spell
these words.

� Use all lowercase characters. If you use MiXeD cAsE,
some users are guaranteed to forget some of the caps
and get errors (depending on the server). In general,
you should never rely on the difference between
uppercase and lowercase letters in a user interface
because such a distinction is a sure prescription for 
frequent user errors. Confusing upper- and lowercase
characters is a so-called description error. Because the 
two objects are almost the same and because the most
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URL Guessing

At a recent Digital Kids confer-

ence, a fifth grader was asked

how he found things on the

Internet. His answer was, “I sort

of experiment. I take things I like

and put ‘.com’ after them.” Most

adults do the same. In fact, it 

is quite striking in user testing

how often people revert to 

URL guessing.
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salient part of the description of the two objects (the
name of the character) is exactly the same, users are
very likely to confuse the two.

� Avoid special characters (anything but letters and digits)
as far as possible. If punctuation is necessary, stick to 
a single character throughout all your URLs. Use all
underscores or all hyphens, for example, but not a mix 
of the two.

Archival URLs

Links from other websites are the third most-common
way people find sites (after search engines and email rec-
ommendations), so build your site to make it easy to
attract inbound links.

Linkrot equals lost business, so make sure all URLs live
forever and continue to point to relevant pages. Do not
move pages around; instead, keep them at the same URL.
It is very annoying for authors of other sites when their
links either stop working or turn into pointers to some-
thing different because the original page has been moved
and replaced by something new.

Content that changes on a regular basis is often stored
under temporary URLs. Examples include the current
issue of a magazine, today’s front page for a newspaper, and
the program for the upcoming version of an annual con-
ference.You will often want to publicize virtual URLs 
that point to the concept of “CyberTimes front page,”
“this week’s editorial,”“list of keynotes at the next
InternetWorld conference,” and so on. In fact, users often
prefer to bookmark such virtual pointers because they are
interested in accessing the most current information
whenever they visit.

Often, such topical content may be of long-term interest
and should be archived under permanent URLs in addi-
tion to the temporary URL, which will be changed to
point to new content on a regular basis. For example, I
often want to link the readers of my online column to
articles in online magazines, but of course I don’t want to
link to “the current week’s editorial” but to “the editorial
on overuse of animation.”These two concepts may tem-
porarily have the same URL, but it is much easier for me
if I can use the permanent URL of the archived version as
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Beware of the Os and 0s

It is dangerous to use the digit 

0 (zero) and the letter O (upper-

case o) in URLs because users

often confuse the two. The 

lowercase letter o is less of 

a problem.

If you do need to use a 0 or an O

in a URL, then you should estab-

lish an alias for the same URL

with the erroneous character

that points to the correct one. In

particular, if reserving a domain

name like box0.com, you should

also buy boxO.com and have it

forward hits to box0.com.
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the link for my own HTML file. It would be a pain to
have to update the link at a later date, and many authors
forget to do so. Even worse, link-checkers will often not
discover the mistake because the old URL continues to 
be valid. Rather, it simply points to new and irrelevant
content.

The preferred way of dealing with virtual URLs is to pre-
assign an archival URL to the page and have a method for
communicating this permanent URL to authors of other
sites who want to link to you. For example, http://
www.foo.com/current/editorial.html could be the virtual
URL that always points to the current editorial, and
http://www.foo.com/990207/editorial.html could be the
permanent URL pointing to the editorial for February 7,
1999.The permanent URL should be made active as soon
as the page goes up, even if most users will be using the
virtual URL to access it in the beginning.The reason to
activate the eventual archival URL while the page is still
current is that other sites that want to link to the page will
get the ability to encode the permanent URL in their
links and forget about it.

Basically, there are two ways of communicating archival
URLs to other authors.You can list the URL in a footer
on the page (e.g.,“<SMALL>the permanent location 
of this page will be http://www.foo.com/990207/
editorial.html</SMALL>”), or you can use a simple con-
vention for generating archival URLs. Using a convention
frees you from having an extra line on the bottom of your
pages (which is good) but places an extra burden on peo-
ple who want to link to you (which is bad and may cost
traffic). Only use a naming convention if it is (a) adhered
to consistently, and (b) very easy to guess from seeing one
or two examples of older pages and their archival URLs.A
good example might be the use of the publication date in
the URL for a regular column.

Advertising a URL

To integrate your online presence and your real-world
activities, all advertising and marketing collateral should
come with appropriate URLs pointing to your website.
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Whenever you reorganize a
site or move files around
for other reasons, you have
to make sure that the old
URLs continue to work. 
Old URLs should be kept
functional for at least half 
a year, and preferably for
two years or more.
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Any physical products should also come with URLs for
their corresponding product pages engraved or stamped
on the back. Making the URL part of the product ensures
that users can easily get service without having to search
the site. It also makes it easy for customers to recommend
your product to new prospects, and it enhances the proba-
bility that they will return to your site when it is time to
buy a replacement or make another new purchase.

Supporting Old URLs

Whenever you reorganize a site or move files around for
other reasons, you have to make sure that the old URLs
continue to work. Old URLs should be kept functional
for at least half a year, and preferably for two years or
more. In fact, people who have changed site structures
long ago still report hits on URLs that are more than two
years out of date.

Old URLs have a life of their own, living in users’ book-
mark lists across the world, in printed documents and
email messages, and in other websites’ outgoing references.
Search engines often take half a year to update their data-
bases and flush out old URLs.

The recommended way of dealing with old URLs is to
set up a redirect from your server, which will cause any-
body who tries to connect to the old URL to get redi-
rected to the new URL instead.The HTTP protocol
specifies two different types of redirect messages: code 301
and code 302.A 301 redirect indicates that the page has
moved permanently, and this is the preferred message if
this is in fact the case.A decent browser will automatically
update its bookmark list if it receives a 301 message upon
trying to retrieve a bookmarked page. Similarly, search
engines should automatically delete the old URL from
their databases and replace it with the new one when they
get a 301. The 302 code indicates that the page has moved
temporarily and should be used only if you want to revert
to the original URL at a later date.
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Y2K URL

It is common practice to use two

characters for the year when

referring to a date in a URL. I am

guilty of doing so myself. Such

URLs may cause Year 2000 prob-

lems and should probably be

avoided in sites that use exten-

sive amounts of software on the

back end.
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The above image is the result of going to http://www.us.pc.

ibm.com/ibmhome, as specified in an IBM print ad that ran in the

November 1997 issue of BYTE magazine. Based on the way the

visual leveraged the company’s redesigned online identity to

achieve integration between print and Web, I would guess that

this ad was effective at prodding potential customers into going

to the URL mentioned in the ad copy. Unfortunately, the web

page the ad pointed to had no relation to the product that was

promoted in the print advertisement. Most users probably gave

up at this point, resolving never to be tricked by another IBM 

ad again.

www.us.pc.ibm.com
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A determined user who is truly interested in the ad’s fancy mouse

may search onward, guessing that it would be described under

the Products button. The above image is the result of clicking on

that button. At least we now get to see the mouse, even though

there is still no information about it. Clicking on the big mouse

photo has no effect: a bad design mistake because many users

click on featured objects. Some users may note that the graphic

for the “Options” button looks like the large mouse image. In

general, “options” is such a general term that it could mean any-

thing, so it’s a poor choice for a navigation term.
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www.us.pc.ibm.com
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(Above) This page has an inconsis-

tent color scheme compared with

the previous two, so some users may

fear that they had been led astray

to an unrelated part of the IBM site.

A rushed or superficial user would

notice the large bike photo and

immediately hit the Back button to

return to safe ground. A more care-

ful user would finally notice an

option mentioning the mouse and

would click on it.
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(Facing page) This page is http://www.us.pc.ibm.com/ibmhome/

scrollpoint, which is the URL that should have been printed in the

original print ad. A user who typed the actual URL in the ad

would not get the desired mouse information until the fourth

page. One nice aspect of this page: The center image has an

appropriate use of animation to illustrate how one can use the

mouse to manipulate a window.

Note, by the way, the inconsistent navigation feedback in this

series of screens. In the first two images, the user’s current loca-

tion is indicated by flipping a triangle in the navigation bar and

making the button text yellow. In the third image, no feedback is

given to let the user know where the current page fits into the

navigation space (leaving users stranded like this is the worst

option). Finally, in this figure, the current location is indicated by

flipping the triangle (a very subtle effect) without changing the

color of the button text.

www.us.pc.ibm.com
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www.us.pc.ibm.com
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(Facing page) Chat is almost always

the worst way to add community to

the Web. Even the entertaining visu-

alization of the dialogue in

ComicChat cannot disguise the vacu-

ous nature of Internet chat. People

simply don’t have anything to say.

And what they say isn’t always

appropriate for some audiences.

User-Contributed Content
Some new-media pundits claim that the ability to engage
the audience in a discussion with the staff of a website is
one of the major benefits of the online medium compared
with print and broadcast. Even though user feedback is
very valuable for improving the design and direction of a
site, I warn against trying to start a dialogue with your
users unless you can devote substantial resources to 
doing so.

A small site that gets a comment or two per day should
easily be able to handle a small amount of correspondence
with its faithful and eager users. It’s quite another matter
for larger sites with millions of page views per day and a
potential for thousands of messages.The staffs of such large
sites could do nothing but correspond with individual
users if they were to answer all email.

Instead of encouraging a large amount of two-way com-
munication between your staff and your users, it is possible
to invite the users to contribute to discussion groups on
the site. User-created content is often quite popular, espe-
cially if it is linked off of specific stories or segments of
the site. Some sites have general discussion areas, but they
tend to degenerate into confusing free-for-alls.

Moderated discussions usually work best of all, but are
obviously more expensive to maintain.

Applet Navigation
Whether implemented in Java or other languages, applets
are ways of adding advanced functionality to a website by
allowing users to interact with a real program and not
simply with a bunch of text and links.Applets can be
divided into two rough categories:

� Functionality Applets.These are independent mini-
applications in their own right, with state transitions
and multiple views (e.g., a tabbed dialog). Functionality
applets often manipulate “real-world” data that exists
separately from the web page, for example, allowing
customers to manage their checking accounts, invento-
ry control, and server administration.
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(Image has been edited for content.)
chat.msn.com
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� Content Applets.These applets are tightly integrated
with the content of a web page. Examples include site
navigation controls (an active sitemap or outline flip-
pers to expand and contract a hierarchical listing), active
content (a model of an engine that can be rotated, ani-
mated, and otherwise manipulated in place), and minor
functions (currency converters).Typically, running a
content applet has no results other than changing the
appearance of the current web pages.

Content applets should be displayed in a browser together
with the web page they belong to; functionality applets
should display in a new, non-browser window without any
web navigation controls.

If functionality applets are displayed in a browser window,
then users will invariably confuse applet interactions with
browser interactions. Most seriously, users will frequently
click the browser’s Back button when they want to undo
an action in the applet or return to a prior state or view.
Of course, going back in the browser takes the user to the
previous web page and kills the applet.

The problem is that the hypertext navigation metaphor is
too strong as long as the user is within a browser window.
Users simply cannot abstract from using the browser’s
commands to navigate, even when they are “supposed” to
navigate within the applet.The only solution is to open
the applet in its own window without any browser con-
trols. Once the applet appears in another window, users
stop thinking “Web” and start interacting with the applet
on its own terms.

In the long term, the solution to this problem is to elimi-
nate browsers and move to a completely integrated navi-
gation system that unifies navigation between system states
and information objects, and maintains a single navigation
interface for all user actions no matter whether they are
on or off the Web.After all, users should not have to care
whether they are dealing with HTML or another data
type or whether they connect to the Internet, to an
intranet, or to local content on their own hard disk.

Functionality applets may include hypertext links back to
the Web.Typical examples include help pages and an air-
line reservation system that enables users to read more
about different types of aircraft. Such hypertext links
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Double-Click

In principle, applets should 

follow current user interface 

standards, so there may unfortu-

nately be cases where double-

clicks need to be supported at

this time. In the long term, 

however, double-click must die

because it causes novice users

great difficulties and because it

conflicts with the single-click

interaction style of the Web. The

main reason for double-click is to

allow two operations to be over-

loaded onto a single-button

mouse. Designers of more recent

multi-button GUIs have faithfully

duplicated a weakness that was

made necessary by limitations of

an early, single-button GUI. Let’s

do better in the future. Content

applets should be particularly

wary of double-click because

people will think of them as sin-

gle-click web content.
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should take the user out of the functionality applet and
back to the web browser (while the functionality applet
remains visible in its separate window).

A functionality applet that spawns its own window(s)
should follow traditional GUI design guidelines, whereas 
a content applet that stays on the page should follow web
design guidelines and principles for good information
design.

Slow Operations

Applets that communicate back to the server should show
a progress indicator while doing so. Progress indicators
(often shown as percent-completed bars) are necessary in
any user interface for any operation that has slow response
times (more than 10 seconds).Applets that connect back
to the server will often experience highly variable delays
due to the weakness of the Internet. It is thus doubly
important for the progress indicator to show the actual
progress of the operation and its expected duration. For
example, the progress indicator could show the proportion
of a database that has been searched or the steps in a
sequence that have been completed (while avoiding sys-
tem-oriented terminology). Such progress indications may
require a trickle of info from the server to the applet as it
is servicing the request.

Applets also need a cancel button to allow the user to
interrupt any slow operations. Interruptability is particu-
larly needed for any server connections.

Conclusion
It is tempting to hope for a technological solution to the
problems of site design: a great natural-language search
engine that will allow users to find the exact page they
want in a single attempt. Or the perfect document man-
agement system that will enforce design standards so that
all pages have a unified look and feel, no matter what
department they are from.

I am hopeful myself that the technology will get better,
but the biggest issues in website usability still require man-
ual intervention.A website will not feel like a unified
whole unless all the designers and writers agree to actively
work for the greater good of one face to the customer.
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And no search can find pages that are poorly described or
that don’t have the information the user is looking for.

Information architecture is getting much lip service, and it
is indeed a huge advance that many projects acknowledge
that they need to design the structure of the navigation
space and not simply let it evolve randomly.We still need
more sites to base their information architecture on the
customers’ needs instead of the company’s own internal
thinking. Once this happens and people become better at
writing good links that support navigation and good
headlines that work in search engines, there is hope that
users will finally be able to navigate the Web.

Today, the dominating web user experience is that on the
average, you are on the wrong page. Users expect trouble on
the Web and they expect to waste time looking at irrele-
vant pages before they find the one they want.This will
hopefully not continue to be true. Once it becomes easier
to navigate the best sites, users will revolt against the sites
that make them spend most of their time on irrelevant
pages.
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